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TRANSCRIPT

[00:00:04] Andi
Hello, everyone. I'm Andi. I'd like to take a moment now to appreciate the power of Word. As Word - I am Word, we are Christ
consciousness in expression just by our very being. The spoken or written word is a vibrational frequency of expression. Words are
also the magnetizing force that transforms thought into form. Put together words, become art, poetry, the speeches that move hearts,
minds, and nations. They become books that inspire us and expand our consciousness. Word, whether a state of being or a spoken
language, is our most sublime creative expression. Just sit with that for a moment. [Pause]

[00:00:59] Andi
Two years ago, at this same event, I had just left three decades of government service as an army officer and criminal prosecutor to
follow my soul's passionate plea of Word. It was a powerful call to serve humanity by creating anchor points for the new Earth
paradigm through the power of books-not as an author, but as an intuitive guide, editor, and publisher for others who are on that
journey, and for my mission to illuminate the path for bringing their legacy books to life. At that event, I announced the launch of
Sacred Dragon Publishing, and it was a deeply heartfelt moment of joy and pure surrender to the unknown. And that today, two years
later, that journey has unfolded in ways I could not possibly have imagined. And I'm here today to announce the launch of Sacred
Dragon Publishing Services, a progressive new publishing platform for Quantum Creativity. 

[00:02:10] Andi
As a next-level collective experience, our mission is to bring together a broad range of like-minded, spiritually-inspired creatives and
visionaries, from authors and artists to coaches, publishers, and investors, to support the creation and distribution of books that
inspire awakening humanity through a socially conscious, environmentally sustainable, and accessible publishing platform.
Fundamental to that vision is a collective commitment to Quantum Creativity that openly and transparently co-creates with ultra-
dimensional consciousness.

[00:02:48] Andi
Sacred Dragon consciousness is part of that collaborative partnership, exponentially expanding the possibilities for multi-dimensional
co-creation. Dragons possess a mastery of the elemental energies of earth, air, fire, and water far beyond our own. They wield
wisdom, magic, and great power to shape worlds. As an archetypal energy coexisting with humanity, Dragon consciousness serves
humanity to help us reclaim the truth of who we really are as sovereign creator beings. In divine chemical alchemical perfection,
harmonizing masculine and feminine energy, they elegantly call forth a vast synthesis of wisdom and healing energies. Dragons hold
sacred all human expression and experience, and they are here at the ready to join us in creating a new human expression and
experience as homo-luminous in the fifth-dimensional reality that is already unfolding.

[00:04:02] Andi
With that in our awareness, let's take a moment to follow the dragon's breath on a momentary slipstream between the known and
unknown. Join me, if you will, in a brief co-creative moment, envisioning a space time in which we are all the pure expression of our
highest potential in a world we co-created through the unified elegance of universal love, peace, and joy. [Pause] Now join me in the
next moment to see that space as an expression of Word that expands into a vast global network of collective consciousness and
opens up into a radiant library of books, each one illuminated by the heart of a living soul on Earth. [Pause] Now let's envision all
those books for creating our fifth-dimensional reality coming in through the crown chakras of all those souls, our souls, and
illuminating their hearts, our hearts, until all the stories are told and through the power of Word, we are the living New Earth. We are
the living new earth. Together, we are the sovereign creators of our reality. One soul, one book, one collective at a time. I look
forward very much to meeting you all so that we can explore how we can create and bring your living legacy to life, or how we can
collaborate on this new paradigm publishing platform. 

[00:05:51] Andi
From my Heart to yours. You all have an absolutely radiant, joyful, and transformational Sedona Ascension Retreat. I love you all.
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